(Graduation) Internship Composite Towers for the Offshore Wind Industry
Jules Dock Innovation
Do you want to do research in the offshore wind industry, think about design and/or work
with different production methods in this innovative sector? Are you in the final phase of
your HBO or WO studies? Then Jules Dock is looking for you! To strengthen our team we are
looking for versatile and eager students.
About Jules Dock
Jules Dock is a dynamic and innovative organisation aimed at innovation in the maritime
industry. Different business units work together on the RDM in Rotterdam to support
innovation processes from start to end.
The team of Jules Dock consists of young and enthusiastic professionals. With our energetic
colleagues we execute

projects for leading

companies in the

maritime industry.

Characteristic for Jules Dock is the fresh and energetic approach, curiosity to innovative
challenges and the drive for a perfect result.
What will you be doing?
Jules Dock develops composite towers for the offshore wind industry. The characteristics and
design freedom of composite lead to many advantages for offshore windturbine towers. In
the development of the towers different aspects need further optimisation. Think about
developing the production method, optimising the design and researching of material
properties.
With an internship or graduation assignment you contribute to and have an actual input in
the research and development of the use of composite towers in the offshore wind industry.
Together with you, we will look for the best implementation of your internship or graduation
assignment.
Your profile:
-

You do a technical study at HBO or university, for example Maritime Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering, Civil Engineering or a comparable study;

-

You are creative, flexible, social and curious;

-

You preferably have a basic understanding of the dutch language;

-

You have an interest in innovation and engineering;

-

You live in the region of Rotterdam / South-Holland.

What do we offer you?
A challenging internship position in a team of enthusiastic, young colleagues. Jules Dock is
located on the RDM Rotterdam in the Innovation Dock, the centre of maritime innovation.
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Additional information
The internship is a fulltime position for a period of 4 to 6 months starting in September
2018.
For more information about Jules Dock Innovation, have a look on innovation.julesdock.nl
and send your motivation and CV per mail to innovation@julesdock.nl to Jelmer de Lange.
You can contact Jelmer de Lange for questions via 085-4016399.
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